Air Traffic Management (WW-ATM). The project creates a platform for optimization and validation of world-wide concepts considering feasibility, throughput, costs-and ecological efficiency, and robustness respectively fault liability. One of the early tasks within the project was the generation of a world-wide air traffic scenario. Having reached a good maturity level with a standard route-based scenario with more than 105 000 flights, this paper evaluates the potential benefits when switching to freeroute airspace as already implemented in some European countries like Hungary.
INTRODUCTION
The WW-ATM project foresees three phases for the validation of future ATM concepts:
• First, a strategic planning is performed, based on flight demand data, weather forecast, and flight performance and emission models. The time horizon for strategic planning may start several months or even years before flight execution. The strategic planning ends just before departure of individual flights.
• The tactical phase simulates the execution of flights, including uncertainties and the simulation of failure events.
• Finally, the executed trajectories are evaluated in a third phase.
All three phases are supported by a set of evaluation tools, including 4D conflict detection, measurement of sector load, climate change function, online extraction of weather obstacles, compliance with airline preferences, and performance analysis for communication and navigation (see evaluation tools box in Fig. 1 ). These modules already exist in basic versions within the project team. However, they need fine-tuning to handle the anticipated large amount of data with reasonable speed.
Furthermore, the strategic planning and execution phase both are supported by several optimization tools reacting on the analyzed data. Thus, a network manager handles the flow of air traffic (see optimization tools in Fig. 1 ). The conflict resolution module solves identified separation violations, avoiding surrounding traffic, no-fly zones and severe weather areas. In addition, an airline decision tool realizes company specific preferences, a navigation module adapts required separation minima, and a communication module simulates the data exchange. Flights are also optimized individually for reduced emissions, flight time and climate change.
One major element to be respected during simulations is the weather influence. Depending on the time horizon, the strategic scheduling will start with weather information from weather forecast models for the particular day of execution. The accuracy of these weather forecasts will increase closer to departure time, but still they give only a rough estimate about the actual weather to be expected during flight. Therefore, after departure in the tactical phase, the simulator will need both actually observed weather and a short-term forecast (=nowcast) for the remainder of the flight in case of replannings and adjustments of flight trajectories.
The different modules and the background of the project are described in more detail in [1] .
Necessary input for the simulations is a traffic scenario, and databases for the calculation of aircraft's performance and emissions. This paper discusses pros and cons of traditional route-based scenario layout versus free route airspace, both implemented as a whole day of world-wide air traffic.
The generation of a traffic scenario splits into different subtasks:
• Compilation of available flight data
• Construction of realistic/direct routing
• Prediction of 4D Trajectories
If the predicted flight shall use the same airspace in a common traffic scenario, additional tasks are:
• Load-balancing for multi-runway airports The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: section II describes the generation of the traditional route-based scenario. Section III explains how free-route airspace is assumed to be implemented. Section IV compares relevant key data of both scenarios. Trials to de-conflict the generated scenarios are described in section V.
II. ROUTE-BASED REFERENCE SCENARIO
This section describes how the traditional route-based scenario has been generated. Further details can be found in [2] .
A. Compilation of available flight data
The traffic scenario prepared for the WW-ATM project is based on Sabre Airport Data Intelligence (ADI) data [3] . The data records provide scheduled flights specified by, amongst other information:
• Departure airport and local departure time
• Arrival airport and local arrival time
• Aircraft type
• Callsign
• Weekday information
Although the ADI proved to be a reliable source of high quality data, several issues complicated the generation of flight routes:
• All data followed IATA naming conventions, while the navigation tool (see next section) expects ICAO naming.
• Local reference times have been translated into a global time reference. Besides time zones, daylight saving time has been taken into account.
• In order to represent local airport procedures, also altitude and speed constraints are respected, allowing a significant reduction of initial conflicts following the strategical separation.
• Since the flight shall be predicted by a Flight Management System (FMS), old-fashioned radio beacon operations are avoided in favor of existing Area Navigation (RNAV) procedures.
B. Construction of realistic routing
The basic navigation data used for the routing was obtained from Lido [4] in ARINC424 format. Since the ADI contains several flights with very small origin or destination airports not covered by the navigation data base, especially the airport and runway records were enhanced from other public sources like ourairports [5] and OpenStreetMap [6] .
Furthermore, runways without connection to the en-route system (usually smaller airports) have been connected using generic procedures as described in section III. Special routes have been added where necessary, like the wind-dependent daily updated North Atlantic Tracks (NAT) [7] . In addition, the Lido navigation data from June 2016 covered Hungary already as Hungarian Free Route Airspace (HUFRA) [8] , containing no enroute connections at all. Fig. 2 shows Hungary with surrounding countries, all enroute connections stop at the country border, leaving only some departure/arrival routes in Hungary. To avoid holes in the navigation mesh, enroutes were generated dynamically based on given entry and exit points.
The runway layout at all airports was adapted to the weather data of the high traffic simulation day, i.e. August 28th 2015. It is assumed that all runways are operated in headwind conditions.
Concerning multi-runway airports, the availability of Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs), Standard Arrival Routes (STARs) and approach routes was used as indicator for departure and arrival assignment. However, this turned out to be insufficient, because large airports often allow departures and arrivals from all runways, but operating all runways mixed mode would drastically reduce the airports' throughput. A database holding typical runway operations for world-wide airports was not found. Hence, all airports with multiple runways are examined for
• Intersections
• Parallel or nearly parallel runways with dependent operations, typically less than 1035 m distance
• Parallel or nearly parallel runways with even less than 915 m distance Detected interdependencies are rated as constraints for airport operations. Furthermore, operations for dependent parallel systems are reassigned to operate segregated mode (one departure and one arrival runway), depending on location and geometry of the runway pair. The generic algorithm generates quite convincing results.
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the suggested airport operations for Atlanta Hartsfield. The assignment algorithm has detected two parallel runway systems with two parallel dependent runways each and defines the two inner runways (26L and 27R) to be departures, while the two outer runways are selected to be arrival runways. The same mechanism succeeds for Paris-Charles-de-Gaulle. For both airports, the decisions made reflect real operations very well.
Of course, the operations assigned are only a simplification of reality. In real world, operations may change during the day (e.g., Atlanta uses runway 28 either as departure or as arrival, depending on the actual traffic, while the algorithm suggests mixed mode). London Heathrow operates two independent runways in segregated mode (due to noise restrictions), while the algorithm suggests mixed mode usage (as suggested correctly for Munich).
Nevertheless, random samples prove that the suggested airport operations are reasonable for most airports. Unusual operations can be adapted by a manual data base entry.
The pathfinding is performed by an A* algorithm [9] on the weighted graph representing the navigational data in memory. Even though the air navigation records are complex, 120 MB in total fit easily into memory on modern computers. Calculation of realistic flightplans requires 2.8 ms for single pathfinding on a standard PC on average using one core. Thus, the routing for the complete scenario covering 105 485 flights is performed in less than 5 minutes.
Output of the path finding algorithm is a list of lateral waypoints guiding the aircraft from departure to destination. Also the preliminary runway assignment is performed by the path finding algorithm when minimizing the route length. If available from the data base, the list is enriched with
• Turn type (start or mid of turn)
• Turn radius 
C. Prediction of 4D Trajectories
Once flight plans are defined for single flights, 4D trajectories can be predicted using a 4D Flight Management System (FMS). Output is a 4-dimensional list of waypoints (latitude, longitude, altitude and time), enriched with additional information like lateral and vertical speeds, aircraft weights, and the configuration schedule for high lift devices and landing gear.
D. Load-balancing for multi-runway airports
Since the original data records do not contain runway assignments, runways need to be assigned differently.
Selecting runways using the path finding by minimizing overall route length is a reasonable approach for efficient trajectories. However, depending on the runway layout of specific airports, this may lead to a badly balanced runway load. For example, one out of five parallel runways in Atlanta would not be used at all, because all other runways are either better to approach by arrivals or easier to leave by departures.
The implemented balancing algorithm identifies timeslots (of currently 10 minutes) that are badly balanced for any airport with multiple runways. An airport is badly balanced if the total occupation time of a single runway by scheduled flights is at least 300 seconds longer than any other runway a flight could be moved to. The timeslot is improved by moving flights from runways with high occupation to runways with low occupation. The runway change is implemented by performing a new path finding and generating a new trajectory afterwards. Thus, the moved flight still follows the published routing. Departures are only moved to runways allowing departure, and arrivals analog.
The runway occupation time is the sum of the wake-vortex separation of all scheduled aircraft. If constraints from intersections or parallel runways exist, these are taken into account for occupation calculation. Balancing is performed unless there is no badly balanced airport left.
Balancing does not solve conflicts, and it does not even ensure that the scheduled load is manageable. It just relaxes the situation for conflict resolution.
E. Identification of separation violations
Separation violations are identified for these so far uncorrelated trajectories. The conflict detection software allows the identification of conflicts between 4D trajectories and
• other 4D trajectories
• 4D no-fly zones like severe weather, ash-clouds, mountains, … [10] • 5D or even higher dimensional objects, covering the well-known 4 dimensions latitude, longitude, altitude and time and extra dimensions for icingseverity/equipage, flight procedures/equipage, … [11] The underlying algorithm uses N-dimensional bisection according to predefined separation metrics (more details: [12] ). The algorithm is very fast for conflict detection and allows an arbitrary number of dimensions. The high speed is a trade-off with memory usage for the generated tree structure that can easily occupy several gigabytes of main memory for large scenarios.
Conflicts in aviation are usually defined as a violation of lateral and vertical separation criteria. Typical stipulated lateral separations are 5 NM for en-route airspace, and 3 NM in the Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) area [13] . Deterministic entries and exits of the TRACON are achieved by putting them on the fixed FL100. Thus, 5 NM are required above FL100, while a separation of 3 NM is mandatory below. Vertically, a separation of 1000 ft is usually required. In addition, a wake vortex separation is applied for in-trail traffic (TABLE II. ) [13] [14] .
Furthermore, the implemented conflict metrics respect special separation requirements existing for parallel and nearly parallel runways. According to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), dependent approach operations are recommended with at least 915 m between center lines [15] . Independent runway operations are recommended with at least 1035 m between parallel or nearly parallel runways.
For dependent runway approaches, 3 NM radar separation for flights approaching on the same runway and 2 NM radar separation for aircraft landing on adjacent runways are advised. Independent runways allow independent operations. Fig. 4 shows the conflict detection performance for the traditional scenario. On average, the algorithm needs 2.4 ms to detect all conflicts of one trajectory while occupying about 14 GB of memory (130 KB per trajectory). All 144 362 separation violations are identified in less than 5 minutes on a single processor core.
Even more impressive than just the pure performance numbers is the algorithm's complexity. When identifying separation violations, every one-out-of-N trajectory needs to be checked against all (N-1) others, typically resulting in a quadratic complexity. However, Fig. 4 clearly shows that the detection speed per trajectory is nearly constant even for large scenarios, resulting in a linear runtime dependence from the number of trajectories. 
A. Free route airspace
Initiated in 2008, EUROCONTROL started the development and implementation of Free Route Airspace (FRA) [16] . The coordination is included in the context of the European Air Traffic Services (ATS) Route Network Version 7. The idea of FRA is the transition from a fixed route network to offering direct routes, and thus improving airspace performance on capacity, efficiency and environment. Being an intermediate step to Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) business trajectories and 4D profiles, free routing will be launched for the whole European airspace.
The basic concept of FRA relies on a set of entry and exit points between which the airspace user may freely plan a route. An enabling framework is offered for the implementation of FRA whenever a State/Functional Airspace Block (FAB)/Air Navigation Services Provider (ANSP) decides to proceed towards implementation. Support focusses on ( [16] ):
• Meeting the safety objectives 
B. Direct routing
The direct scenario generated in this paper assumes the maximum FRA implementation level -a worldwide airspace with no route restrictions at all. Based on identical flight data as for the traditional scenario, aircraft are scheduled to fly as direct as possible. The runway usage and assignment follows the identical rules as the traditional scenario. After the generation of realistic 4D trajectories, also the direct traffic sample needs load balancing for runways as described in section II.D.
IV. COMPARING ROUTE-BASED VS. DIRECT
This section compares the key data of both scenarios. TABLE III. summarizes the statistics for the route-based and direct scenarios, both with and without runway balancing. Covering a total number of 105 485 passenger flights, the miles flown are about 8% less for the direct scenario, leading to an 8.5% shorter flight duration on average.
The given conflict numbers refer to the metrics defined in section II.E. Keep in mind that no de-confliction was performed so far; conflicts are just separation violations of uncorrelated 4D trajectories and thus only give an indication of the scenarios' complexity.
Apparently, the direct scenario (nearly) halves the number of enroute conflicts. This seems reasonable, considering that the whole enroute airspace is used instead of packing aircraft on designated enroute tracks.
Even though airport related operations are changed completely, conflicts in arrival and departure phase stay almost constant. A noticeable increase of 27% accounts for conflicts between arriving and departing flights. One reason for this increase is the strategical separation between SIDs and STARs, often implemented by means of altitude constraints. The direct scenario does not define any specific altitude restrictions, the same accounts for speed constraints. In contrast to the route-based scenarios, the direct scenarios have no levels before Top-Of-Clinb (TOC); levels after Top-Of-Descent (TOD) are limited to standard metering fix levels at FL100 or FL110.
The balancing of runways has only minor effects on the results. Flight distances are increased by 5 NM for the traditional route-based scenario, proving that the A* path finding does a good job. Unloading heavily used runways resolves some of the conflicts occasionally, but the major benefits are expected not before actively trying to resolve the conflicts.
V. CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Finally, route-based and direct scenario may differ in resolvability of conflicts. Therefore, this section describes the strategic resolution of conflicts for both balanced scenarios. All conflict resolution algorithms applied generate trajectory variations in an intelligent trial-and-error manner, benefitting from the extremely fast conflict detection algorithm.
Depending on the conflict classification, different solution methods can be applied. There are obvious restrictions for conflict solution close to runway threshold:
• Since the threshold height is fixed, it is not possible to provide a vertical solution.
• Lateral solution is feasible only for airports with multiple runways.
Hence, time-based solution is usually the only way to solve airport-related conflicts. En-route conflicts can also be solved by lateral and vertical maneuvers.
Due to the high complexity of the scenario, all presented conflict resolution algorithms follow the trial-and-error methodology. Therefore, different de-confliction algorithms generate gate-to-gate probe trajectories which, one after another, replace the original trajectory for means of conflict detection. If a probe trajectory reduces the overall number of conflicts (also taking into account possible follow-up conflicts), the probe trajectory is a solution for the conflict. The solution with lowest costs and best resolution count finally gets implemented. The high performant conflict detection algorithm allows the competition of up to ~400 probe trajectories per second.
As TABLE III. indicates, nearly half of all conflicts are airport related for the route-based scenario. Since the resolution of these conflicts is limited to time-based algorithms, they are more complex to resolve. Therefore, a penalty is introduced defining an airport related conflict to be 10 times as severe as an en-route conflict. Instead of minimizing the total conflict count, the modified conflict value is minimized on conflict resolution. Assuming standard metrics for the balanced routebased scenario, the resolution starts with a conflict value of 81 162+10·(23 996 + 18 800 + 17 744) = 686 562.
This ensures that the solution of airport related conflicts is prioritized to that of en-route conflicts. Furthermore, it allows resolution of airport related conflicts at the expense of new enroute conflicts, which can afterwards be solved more easily with vertical and lateral maneuvers.
Conflicts are solved chronologically based on the start of conflict time. The de-confliction for this paper was performed with following algorithms in the given order.
A. Standard Time Shift
The first algorithm applied on the traffic sample moves trajectories in time. Probe trajectories are generated by shifting conflict partners in time in a given interval (e.g. ±10 min) using steps of 10 s. For each time shift t, the algorithm generates three different solutions:
• A probe trajectory for conflict partner 1 shifted by t.
• A probe trajectory for conflict partner 2 shifted by t.
• A combined solution of shifting partner 1 by +t and partner 2 by -t.
Small adjustments are preferred to keep the traffic as efficient as possible. Therefore, resolution trials begin with rather small adaptations of ±30 s and increase offsets only if no solution is found. This procedure ensures an efficient result in terms of flight performance, but increases calculation times remarkably.
B. Recursive Time Shift
The recursive algorithm moves trajectories in time in steps of 5 s in order to resolve the conflict. Having already applied the standard algorithm, this will typically not produce a proper solution because it is basically the same procedure as described above except for the finer granularity of 5 s. The main difference is the handling of new conflicts created by the time shift. Since the conflict detection algorithm validates the whole trajectory for conflicts, follow-up conflicts are well known for each probe trajectory.
Probe trajectories generating more follow-up conflicts than having solved before are skipped by the standard shift algorithm. In contrast, the recursive algorithm validates if generated follow-up conflicts can be avoided by another time shift. As soon as a new conflict with another aircraft arises, this aircraft is also shifted by 5 s in the identical direction. Thus, the new conflict is immediately solved by re-establishing the original distance. Since this might again produce an additional conflict with another aircraft, the algorithm is performed recursively and typically moves several aircraft simultaneously. The recursion terminates either on conflictfreeness or at a predefined depth (e.g., 20). Deeper recursions tend to find more solutions, but increase calculation times dramatically. Since moving an aircraft by 5 s may produce several conflicts along the whole trajectory, and each of these flights may create new conflicts when implementing the resulting shift of 5 s, recursive conflict resolution may become computationally complex for high density scenarios. As soon as a conflict cannot be resolved with the given recursion depth, disadvantageous operations are undone. Fig . 6 shows the general idea of recursive time shifting using the example of an arrival ladder. The conflict to be solved is displayed above the arrival slot ladder. Arrival 2 is in conflict with arrival 1. However, due to the unfavorable alignment of arrival 3 and arrival 4, there is no free slot for arrival 2. The standard time shift algorithm fails in finding a solution because no gap is big enough. The recursive algorithm delays arrival 2 until detecting a new conflict with arrival 3. Since arrival 3 is the first aircraft producing a new conflict, it is also delayed. This produces another conflict between arrival 3 and arrival 4. By delaying all three arrivals furthermore, a solution can be found that is depicted below the arrival slot ladder. The solution implies that delaying the mentioned flights does not generate unsolvable conflicts somewhere else.
C. Vertical Resolution
The vertical resolution algorithm generates both dive beneath and climb above trajectories. Calculation of the trial trajectories is mainly based on start and end of conflict. The trajectory segment between start and end of conflict is moved in altitude. In order to leave the remaining trajectory unchanged, extra points are inserted before start and after end of conflict (Fig. 7) . The corresponding δ is set to 120 seconds per 1000 ft vertical deviation.
The horizontal route length stays the same. Assuming not too large altitude steps, climb and descend speeds are of low importance, and overflight times nearly stay unchanged. Altitude is increased or decreased by steps of 1000 ft as long as no solution was found or a maximum is reached.
D. Lateral Resolution
A lateral conflict resolution is shown in Fig. 8 . Trial trajectories are generated by moving the trajectory segment between start and end of conflict orthogonal to its direction. 
Lateral Conflict Solution
In order to keep the trajectory stable, two additional points are inserted before start of conflict and behind end of conflict. The corresponding δ is set to 120 seconds in the current version.
Although the figure shows, for simplicity only, probe trajectories deviating to the right for one aircraft, probe trajectories are always calculated for both aircraft in both directions, aiming for the overall best solution. The parallel route offset starts with 0.5 NM and is increased by 0.5 NM until finding a solution or reaching a predefined maximum.
Lateral conflict resolution has side-effects on the time. The flight duration increases due to the lateral detour if speed stays unchanged. Both altitude and speed profile are assumed to be unchanged on the extra lateral segments.
For the conflict situation shown in Fig. 8 , the depicted solution is an efficient candidate. Compared to the time of original lateral intersection of trajectories, the aircraft from the south reaches the new lateral intersection later due to the detour, and the aircraft from the east earlier. A deviation to the left delays the lateral intersection for both flights and most probably would not solve the conflict.
If and how the lateral algorithm solves a conflict mainly depends on intersection angle, phase of flights and speeds of aircraft.
The solution trajectory is simplified after implementation of the lateral maneuver. If technically not necessary for conflict resolution, an inserted constraint will be deleted. This procedure enables multiple conflict resolution on the identical trajectory segment without creating too many constraints. TABLE IV. shows the results after the application of above described conflict resolution algorithms. Summarizing, the number of conflicts was reduced below 2000 for both scenarios, but it was not possible to resolve all separation violations with the suggested methods and boundaries. Besides a marginal increase of level segments before TOC and after TOD, scenarios did not change significantly. For the direct scenario, average costs to de-conflict the scenario are lower. Although the initial conflicts concentrate on the airport areas, the implemented time-shift is 2:02 minutes, only. Also the number of lateral and vertical resolutions is significantly lower than for the route-based scenario. Leaving no room for a lateral short-cut, lateral maneuvers do not change the average route-length distinctly. And the average flight's climbs and descents are increased by only 6.8 feet.
E. Results from Conflict Resolution
Longer conflicts appear harder to solve. The average conflict duration increases by solving conflict. 
F. Remaining Conflicts
It appears that some conflicts are (so far) unresolvable with the suggested resolution algorithms. Unsolved separation violations remain in both scenarios and in all phases of flight (see Fig. 9 ). Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 depict unsolved conflicts in the US area for the route-based and direct scenario. Obviously, some conflicts last very long for the route-based scenario. One pair of flights is in conflict all the way from Seattle to Houston.
Both scenarios have in common that conflicts concentrate on few airports. Airport-related conflicts happen at 88 airports for the route-based and 45 for the direct scenario; all other airports are free of conflict. Remaining Conflicts in the US -Direct TABLE VI. gives an overview on the airports with highest conflict numbers. Both scenarios have separation issues at identical airports, with biggest problems at Dallas, Atlanta and Chicago. Having in mind the world-wide background of this paper, it is eye-catching that the big majority of airport related conflicts is located in the United States. Possible reasons for remaining conflicts are:
• The departure/arrival assignment for runways might be bad. On a quick look, KDFW and KATL (Fig. 3 ) both look plausible, while mixed mode traffic for 28C and 28R of KORD should better be segregated.
• The load balancing algorithm for the runways might be improved.
• The source data might have been misinterpreted, like hidden code-sharing resulting in multiple aircraft. Since the created traffic for designated airports reflect expected amounts of flights, a misinterpretation seems unlikely though.
• Some of the listed airports have busy times when even a gapless (besides IFR separation) staggering of aircraft would not result in a valid, conflict free scenario. Therefore, usage of reduced VFR separations might solve some of the problems, see This paper describes potential benefits of using free route airspace in its maximum development stage. Based on identical data, world-wide scenarios have been created either flying route-based or following the most direct route from departure to destination. With only a few local mandatory waypoints at the airports, direct routes are predicted without any speed and altitude constraints. The average route distance reduces by more than 9% from the route-based scenario. Furthermore, the direct scenario nearly halves the number of initial en-route conflicts.
Since no runway information was available from input data, a load balancing algorithm was applied to distribute flights on runway systems.
Both scenarios have been de-conflicted as far as currently possible. Starting with more than 105 000 separation violations of uncorrelated flights, conflicts have been reduced below 2000. Leaving only 1376 conflicts, the direct scenario was much easier to resolve than the route-based. Furthermore, the costs of resolution in terms of movement in time, increase of route-miles and necessary vertical maneuvers overall were lower for the direct scenario. Very few lateral and vertical maneuvers and two minutes movement in time are enough to resolve the world-wide air traffic, with the exception of the already mentioned 1376 conflicts.
Abandoning all local airport procedures like SIDs, STARs and approach routes and using fairly simple two-point generic departure and arrival routes instead did even improve the scenario's resolvability.
Future work will concentrate on resolving the remaining conflicts. Improvements on departure/arrival assignment, the runway load-balancing and using VFR separation in case an airport cannot handle the traffic with IFR separation will finally lead to conflict-free scenarios.
The trend of using free route airspace is an important step for green and efficient air traffic. Generating a rather unstructured airspace might be hard to handle by human beings, but technically speaking, it is a big simplification for the separation task. Assistance tools will help controllers and pilots to implement more direct routes and guide aircraft much more efficient in the future.
